WRC map, model map and planning map.
Map scale is 1:25 000 with 10 meters contours and 5 meters form-lines where necessary.
North lines are drawn in 1km intervals (4cm on map). Map sheet size is 80x61 cm. There will
be control descriptions available on competition map as well as separate sheet of control
descriptions in size 11x39 cm available. Control descriptions will be presented as text only in
English.
Model map is of the same scale as competition map. Model map sheet size is 11x20 cm.
The same approach of presenting of control descriptions will be used in model map.
Both competition and model maps will be printed on waterproof and tear resistant synthetic
paper Tyvek. It is recommended to use permanent marker for drawing and course planning
on the map.
One separate map with the same size and scale as competition map, but printed on regular
paper, will be provided for each team for planning purposes. It is not requested to submit
this map to organizers.
! Please note: There will be special tag on planning map indicating that it is not water
resistant, in order to prevent from taking it to the course!

Map sample (about original size, fake control)

WP1 - waterpoint. Exact location of the waterpoint is shown with purple dot.
609 - control No.609. You earn 6 points visiting this control.
Map legend
Following symbology is used on map:

Meadows, both - cut and uncut. Uncut ones usually are overgrown and grass may easy be
over your head with ground under your feet dig by wild boar. Some of meadows in SE and E
are rich in Sosnowsky hogweed, which is dangerous and you can read about this weed in
Flora and Fauna section. In semi-open areas separate growing trees and bushes may also
be found.

Yellow narrow stripes indicate powerline clearings. Power lines are not shown with
separate symbol.

Overgrown clearings are difficult to traverse since you cannot see the ground, which is rough
and covered with cut brunches. Older overgrown clearings are covered with thick bush-like
young trees. This symbol also may be used for young fir-tree forest area. This symbol also is
used for areas where older overgrown clearings have been cleaned and young cut trees left
behind. You can barely traverse these, if at all.

Fresh clearings. If symbol is used without boundary - groups of trees in semi-open area,
cleared, but not completely cut, forest.

Thicker blue lines depicts impassable marshes, which are deep and dangerous, especially, if
with black border. You have to avoid these as route choice. Deep uncrossable ditches may
go over such marshes as well.

Thinner blue lines depicts probably, but not always, passable marshes, wet places. You may
find yourself in wet places, which are not specified by any blue, f.e., wet type of forests.
There are a lot of small wet patches on terrain, which may not be shown on map.

These are of depths varying from 2 to 20 meters. Most of lakes are with marshy banks.
Some of them are overgrown with water grass. Almost all are soft-bottomed and, therefore,
extremely dangerous to swim, since there is no ground to step on, if attempted.

Most of small streams are crossable. Wider ones you can wade at water depth under 50 cm.
It is possible to find place to step over in near neighbourhood of your approaching point.

These are wide and deep ditches, usually with marshy areas around. Crossing points are
small bridges, fallen trees, beaver dams. Please, do not run while on the bridge to avoid
breaking these bridges. They may also be slippery. If you are lucky, you may find also
crossing points which are not shown on map, since there are a lot of beavers in area and not
all of such places are inspected.

These places are forbidden to enter or cross, unless there is road through this area indicated
on the map.

First three are well distinctive roads and vehicle tracks. First one also with fast traffic. Be
careful on such. In night-time reflectors must be used according to road traffic rules.
Rides are passable only by foot and usually have no foot or vehicle tracks. Paths are old
vehicle tracks and tracks, which are drivable only by heavy forest or agricultural machines.
Last one - less distinct paths - those are old tracks disappearing at places, may be well
overgrown by grass, obstructed by fallen trees.

Abandoned messuages looks like inhabited from distance, but they are not. Nevertheless,
please, avoid to enter this area. There are households inhabited only on holidays for which
this symbol may be used.

This symbol is used where once upon a time there were houses. At some places basement,
wooden or stone, are visible. At others - only vegetation resembles about habitat in the past.
Be careful at such places, since basements may be hidden under the grass.

Strictly prohibited to cross as stated in Rogaining Rules, unless these areas are already
harvested.
Other symbols are self-describing.

Magenta hatch areas are strictly forbidden to enter!
Disqualification will take place, if neglected.
Model
There will be 9 controls on model terrain. Controls will be set up in same manner as
competition controls. There will be no SI station at model controls. Competitors may spend
any time on model distance at any time, providing they are following model bus time-table, if
they use this service.
Model terrain is next to competition terrain and in general is similar to competition terrain.
Controls

Controls will be equipped with SI station, control flag and crocodile punch. Small reflector will
be attached as well. Control flag will be around 1.5 meters above the ground (a bit higher
than in the second picture). Approaching control within distance, which is shown in the

second picture, SI Air control card will record visit, beep and flash. If this happens, you can
proceed further. If there is no beep and flash, insert your card into station. If no signs of
registering, punch the map with “crocodile” punch into free punch square.
Map sources
WRC maps are prepared on base of so called GenStab topomap (~1985.), orthophotos
(2014.), latest Sentinel and Landsat satellite information and fieldwork (03.-07.2017.).

